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New sleep sounds app drifts into the App Store with great results
Published on 12/06/13
UK based app developer, Rory Buckley has announced the recent release of Sleep Sounds
(Relaxing White Noise and Ambient Music) for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. The Sleep Sounds
app contains a variety of ambient nature sounds and gentle background music to help aid
sleep and general relaxation. The sounds can be played individually or mixed together to
allow the user to create their very own ambient sound experience. So far, the free app has
achieved many high chart positions around the globe.
Devon, United Kingdom - App developer Rory Buckley is proud to announce the release of
Sleep Sounds (Relaxing White Noise and Ambient Music) for iOS devices. The app contains a
variety of nature sounds & ambient background music to help promote sleep aid and general
relaxation. The sounds and music can either be played individually or mixed together,
allowing the user to create their own custom relaxation experience.
The Sleep Sounds app has been developed with a clear and simple user interface, allowing
the user to ease into their relaxation experience without any unnecessary actions. The
nature sounds vary from ocean noise to gentle rain, with the added option of relaxing
background music, such as piano or zen. Altogether the free version comes with 12 sounds,
with an in-app purchase option to upgrade to unlock an additional 12.
With the app appealing towards users looking for general calming, help with sleeping or
meditation etc, Rory Buckley felt it completely necessary to build a sleep timer function
into the app. This feature comes with a large selection of preset times that can be set
and activated with a single touch. Once the sleep timer fires, the app will turn off all
playing sounds, allowing the users device to enter standby mode (saving much needed energy
consumption). The app also allows the user to multitask, enabling the user to do other
tasks (email, safari, use other apps etc) while the sounds are playing.
Since its very recent release, the Sleep Sounds app has had much success all around the
globe, already topping many category top chart positions in a few countries. Rory Buckley
is delighted with the success achieved by his new product so far, he has many big plans
for the app over the next few months.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 86.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Sleep Sounds: Relaxing White Noise and Ambient Music 1.0 is Free and available worldwide
exclusively through the App Store in the Health & Fitness category.
Sleep Sounds: Relaxing White Noise and Ambient Music 1.0:
http://sleepsoundsapp.tumblr.com
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/sleep-sounds-relaxing-white/id762004969
Screenshot (iPhone):
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/e6/8d/4e/e68d4eb4-5f25-8f38-8a0d-80510c5cdd77/scre
en568x568.jpeg
Screenshot (iPhone):
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/70/c0/a4/70c0a4afbdb6-7d3a-7bd0-cb07ffa41bf5/screen568x568.jpeg
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Screenshot (iPad):
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple6/v4/15/85/85/15858589-bb6c-2c80-9c97-ab9e50487c3b/s
creen480x480.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/96/bd/5f/96bd5f01-77a4-369faf34-e11081a70ca9/icon170x170.png

Rory Buckley is an app user and blogger turned app developer. He understands what it takes
to make a great app and is driven by his passion to create quality, unique products.
Copyright (C) 2013 Rory Buckley. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod
and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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